
“The best mooring solution we could offer our customer” says Francisco Sarrias, 
Managing Director MSI, DualDocker’s distribution partners for France, Spain and Algeria. 
“Secure, reliable, neat, eco-friendly – that’s just what a modern marina needs“





Project Manager Petar Lovric from river cruise operator City Cruises, 
London: “We were looking for the safest possible option capable of handling 
harsh Thames conditions.
Since we had decided for a 'drive-on air-assisted' modular pontoon the mooring 
solution had to be both, flexible and strong, ideally with a lot of damping 
capacity. DualDocker perfectly meets all these requirements.”

Charly, helming the powerful RIB says: "The first time the crew set foot on the 
platform we were amazed and impressed how stable it was. 6 months along the 
line we are very happy and wouldn’t want to change it for the world !”





Mr Harald Nehmeier / Zweckverband Brombachsee:
Safety of guests, ease of installation and eco friendliness were our main 
criteria when looking for a mooring solution for this heavy concrete platform 
facing 35 m/s gusts and up to 1m water level fluctuations.

Cooperation with DualDocker was smooth and effective, simply brilliant, the 
installation very straight forward. The platform has become a customer magnet 
within days. We are very happy."











Our Australian customer says: 
"We are extremely happy with the DualDocker, the performance is excellent".



Christian Solterer / The Nautic Company – DualDocker’s distribution partner in
Switzerland - states: 
“We have set a new standard in Switzerland. Zero impact on the sensitive underwater 
world, a high level of safety for communal projects and the fact that DualDocker is 
easily removable after the summer season makes it ideal for various applications on Lake 
Geneva. “ .







Adrico Trading: " Our customers are very satisfied with 
the performance. Subsequently, we have got a number of 
projects lined up for DualDocker in Malaysia."



More info on our website: 
www.dualdocker.com

Sales Team: 
thomas.slatner@dualdocker.com
doris.czech@dualdocker.com

Technical Support:
michael.fuhrmann@dualdocker.com
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